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ABSTRACT
Final disposal of high-level radioactive nuclear waste is usually envisioned in some sort
of ceramic material. The physical and chemical properties of host materials for nuclear waste
can be altered by internal radiation and consequently their structural integrity can be
jeopardized. Assessment of long-term performance of these ceramic materials is therefore
vital for a safe and successful disposal. This paper presents an overview of studies on several
possible candidate materials for immobilization of fission products and actinides, such as
spinel (MgAl2O4), perovskite (CaTiO3), zircon (ZrSiO4), and pyrochlore (Gd2Ti2O7 and
Gd2Zr2O7). The basic microscopic picture of radiation damage in ceramics consists of atomic
displacements and ionization. In many cases these processes result in amorphization
(metaminctization) of irradiated material. The evolution of microscopic structure during
irradiation leads to various macroscopic radiation effects. The connection between
microscopic and macroscopic picture is in most cases at least qualitatively known and studies
of radiation induced microscopic changes are therefore an essential step in the design of a
reliable nuclear waste host material. The relevance of these technologically important results
on our general understanding of radiation damage processes and on current research efforts in
Slovenia is also addressed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The scientific study of radiation effects in materials began over hundred years ago when
geologists reported the glass-like properties of metaminct minerals. Large-scale effects in
solids were observed only after nuclear fission reactors were developed in the 1940s. The
importance of structural changes induced by radiation focused the research mainly on metals.
Moreover, the relatively simple microstructure of metals has been much more suitable for the
study of fundamental mechanisms of radiation damage than ceramic materials with their
complex crystal and chemical structure. The present-day study of radiation effects in ceramics
has important implications that extend beyond mineralogy and radiometric age dating to
simulations of the response of nuclear waste forms and fusion reactor first wall materials to
high levels of radiation.
When energetic particles penetrate solids, they loose their energy through a series of
elastic two-body nuclear collisions with target atoms and through excitation of the electronic
system. The elastic collisions are of primary interest for damage creation in metals and most
semiconductors, since they lead to production of point defects (vacancies and self-interstitials,
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termed also Frenkel pairs), and to rearrangements of atoms in the crystal lattice. Electronic
excitations, on the other hand, have rather little effect in metals and (to a lesser extent)
semiconductors, but their role is quite important in case of ceramic materials where the
electronic system can play a fundamental role in the displacement process.
In the case of elastic nuclear collisions, the atomic displacement process begins with the
creation of a primary knock-on atom (PKA), which is any target atom struck by the
bombarding particle. The kinetic energy transferred to a PKA is in many cases far in excess of
lattice bonding energies, therefore such PKA leaves its lattice site and often displaces
additional atoms (secondary and higher-order recoil events). When large amounts of
momentum are transferred, the PKA will initiate a series of subsequent atomic displacements,
called the displacement cascade. The physics of displacement cascades in ceramics is in
general similar to metals though there are two important differences. First, ceramics are
polyatomic solids with different displacement probabilities for each atom type; this feature
results in more complex dynamics and resultant primary displacement spectrum of the
cascade. Second, the bonding in ionic or covalent solids permits in some cases exceptionally
efficient utilization of electronic excitation energy in displacement mechanisms and in most
cases strong aversion to antisite disorder. Both features have significant implications for
secondary defect behavior, as well.
A surprising number of inorganic insulators (halides, hydrides, azides, many silicates,
ice, carbonates, chlorates, bromates) suffer permanent atom displacements as a consequence
of electronic excitations generated by interaction with ionizing radiation. This phenomenon is
called radiolysis; in some solids it can be more effective per unit deposited energy than is
knock-on displacement. The electronic losses along fast charged particle (and PKA)
trajectories far outweigh the energy transference in mechanical collisions, so most of the
projectile energy is eventually available to generate radiolytic displacements where these are
possible.
Radiation damage is not restricted to isolated point defects produced by the energetic
particles. Indeed, vacancies and interstitials can be produced so close to each other that
clustering of point defects occurs spontaneously with the short time required for completion
of the primary event. When the distance between successive collisions of a recoil atom and
the stationary lattice atoms approaches the interatomic spacing of the crystal structure, it is
clearly inappropriate to model the cascade as a collection of isolated vacancies and
interstitials. Instead, a dense cluster of defects called a displacement spike is formed.
Localized regions of lattice become highly disturbed, with all atoms in the cascade being set
into motion, creating the conditions of a local thermal spike. The spike persists for only some
additional picoseconds before the heat dissipates to the surrounding lattice, but during this
time additional atomic rearrangements can take place by thermally activated motion and even
plastic deformation. At the end of the event, the remnants of the cascade, termed the primary
state of damage, are characterized by large supersaturations of Frenkel pairs, dislocation
loops, amorphous zones, redistribution of stresses, and extensive mixing of atoms on lattice
sites. The evolution of the primary state of damage into macroscopically observable effects is
very material- and temperature- dependent and can take place in a time scale from
milliseconds to months. In the following sections the primary state of damage in various
ceramic materials, important for the disposal of radioactive waste, will be reviewed.
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RADIATION SOURCES IN HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The principal sources of radiation in High-Level Waste (HLW) are β-decay of the
fission products (e.g. 137Cs and 90Sr) and α-decay of the actinide elements (e.g., U, Np, Pu,
Am and Cm), both of which lead to physical and chemical changes in the waste form. In βdecay, energetic electrons (β particles), very low energy recoil nuclei, and γ rays are
produced; whereas, α-decay produces energetic α particles (4.5 to 5.5 MeV), energetic recoil
nuclei (70 to 100 keV), and some γ rays. In general, β-decay is the primary source of radiation
(and self-heating) during the first 500 years of storage, as it originates from the shorter-lived
fission products (the half-lives of 137Cs and 90Sr are 30.2 and 28.8 years, respectively). The βdecay of fission products is responsible for the high radioactivity, high self-heating rates, and
elevated temperatures early in the history of waste form storage. Due to the long half-lives of
the actinides and their daughter products, α-decay is generally dominant at longer times. The
cumulative absorbed dose and displacements as a function of time are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Cumulative ionizing dose and displacement damage arising from β-decay and
α-decay events in HLW as a function of time (after [1])
In addition to the energy transferred to the host matrix, β-decay and α-decay also lead to
transmutation of radioactive parent nuclei into different chemical elements that must be
accommodated and may significantly impact the chemical properties of the glass. The
principal sources of transmutations in HLW are β-decay from relatively abundant fission
products 137Cs and 90Sr. Transmutation of these two elements is accompanied by changes in
both ionic radius and valence. Helium atoms, which result from the capture of two electrons
by α particles, are also produced and must be accommodated in the lattice interstitially, be
trapped at internal defects, aggregate to form bubbles (or voids), or be released at the surface.
Furthermore, radiolysis can lead to evolution of O2 in a wide range of ceramics, and thus
causing additional changes in microstructure.
3

PARTICLE IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON MICROSTRUCTURE

The difference in displacement threshold energies between anion and cation sublattices
has the consequence that the ratio of displaced metal ion and oxygen ions varies with the
nature of the irradiating particle. The crystal structure may also influence the ability of defects
to aggregate and hence show variations in the damage microstructure with the nature of the
irradiating particle.
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Crystal structures of a) MgO, b) Al2O3, c) MgAl2O4 [2]

The crystal structures of three typical ceramics are given in Figure 2. Fig. 2a) shows the
simple cubic structure of MgO (magnesia) where equal numbers of magnesium and oxygen
ions occupy an equivalent number of sites on interpenetrating cubic lattices. The structure of
Al2O3 (alumina) consists of interleaving basal hcp layers of aluminum and oxygen ions with
the aluminum cation occupying only 2/3 of the octahedral positions and displaced one apex
(Fig. 2b). The MgAl2O4 (normal spinel) structure has to accommodate both di- and tri-valent
cations and can be viewed as a fcc oxygen sublattice with one eighth of the tetrahedral
intersticies occupied by Mg2+ cations and one half of the octahedral intersticies occupied by
Al3+ cations (Fig. 2c).
3.1

Electrons (β particles) and γ rays

Electrons in HLW usually originate from β decay of radionuclides, in some cases a
sizeable fraction of them results from the interaction of γ rays with solid (Compton electrons,
photoelectrons). The study of the radiation damage produced by electrons can be very
conveniently performed in a High-Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM), therefore in several
experiments the internal radiation is simulated by using electrons from the electron gun of a
TEM. The low mass of the electron ensures that an electron collision seldom results in more
than one displaced atom. Near threshold, with electron energies 200-400 keV, only the
cationic species in alumina and spinel will be displaced. Also at higher energies the cation
displacement rate may remain considerably greater than that of oxygen.
The resulting microstructure depends on the temperature of irradiation and on the
electron dose and energy. In general, dislocation loops, dislocation networks and voids are
formed in alumina [3,4]; in magnesia only dislocation loops were observed [4], but in strong
contrast to alumina and magnesia, electron irradiation of spinel produced no dislocation
structures at doses where significant damage was observed in alumina or magnesia [5,6]. At
500˚C, visible damage occurs only at a dose equivalent to 1.3 dpa (displacements per atom)
and at 900˚C this dose is 0.2 dpa.
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Ions and neutrons

Ions in HLW are primarily α particles and recoil nuclei from the decay of actinides, a
small fraction of them are also PKAs displaced by fast neutrons from spontaneous fission of
actinides. To simulate long-term radiation damage, it is a common practice to use ion
implantation where large damage doses can be achieved in short time. In the case of ions, the
transfer of energy to target atoms is much larger than in the case of electrons and the
displacement cascades are usually much larger and denser, especially for heavy ions (i.e., ions
whose mass is comparable or larger than the mass of target atoms). Displacement spike
effects can therefore play an important role in ion-induced damage.
Contrary to electron irradiation, dislocation loops were found in ion-irradiated spinel,
but their density was lower than in alumina or magnesia at comparable damage dose [7,8].
Furthermore, small defect-free regions were found adjacent to grain boundaries in spinel [8].
The higher resistance to radiation of spinel was suggested to arise from ionization-enhanced
diffusion [9]. This mechanism would promote the recombination of vacancies and interstitials
and thereby reduce the supersaturation of point defects to a level where dislocation loop
nucleation would not occur to any significant extent.
Alumina, magnesia and spinel were studied by using neutron irradiation, as well. Spinel
was again found to be much more damage resistant than the first two. At a neutron dose of
3 x 1021 cm-2 (equivalent to 3 dpa), no defects were resolvable by Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM). At 10 dpa, however, interstitial dislocation loops did appear [10].

Figure 3 A comparison of the response of alumina and spinel to neutron irradiation:
a) swelling, b) character of the dislocation loops. Neutron fluences are given for neutrons
with E > 0.1 MeV [11].
Spinel was also found to be superior in resistance to void swelling. Figure 3a) compares
swelling of alumina and spinel as a function of neutron (E > 0.1 MeV) fluence or dpa. It is
believed that several factors contribute to this resistance. First, it has been noted that
dislocation loops in spinel are resistant to unfaulting and therefore do not form dislocation
networks which promote high rates of void growth [12]. It also appears that swelling does not
develop in part due to inherent suppression of loop formation in arising from the large critical
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size of loop nuclei [10]. Figure 3b) shows a summary of the character of dislocation loops in
alumina and spinel. The ratio of ionizing to displacive radiation may also play a role in the
nucleation and growth of defect clusters [9].
In addition to spinel, other ceramic materials were investigated, as well. Several
perovskites (nominally CaTiO3) of different compositions and pre-existing vacancy contents
were irradiated with 1.5 MeV Kr+ ions and studied by TEM. The critical dose for
amorphization Dc was determined for each of them. Sr0.7La0.2TiO3 was found to have the
highest Dc (>170 x 1014 ions/cm2) with other (Sr,La)-perovskites having the corresponding
doses in the range of 2.4-11 x 1014 ions/cm2 [13]. The high amorphization dose of
Sr0.7La0.2TiO3 was suggested to originate from the change in symmetry at or near that
composition.
Zircon (ZrSiO4) is another candidate for nuclear waste forms (it is also a prominent
actinide-bearing phase formed by crystallization after the core melt at the Chernobyl NPP).
The amorphization dose in synthetic and natural zircons is shown in Figure 4 [14]. One can
see that Dc exhibits a two-stage dependence on irradiation temperature and increases both
with temperature and damage energy density. The transition temperature between stages for
natural zircons occurs at much lower temperature (300 K) than for synthetic zircon (500 K).
This behavior is believed to be due to the presence of a higher and broader range of impurities
in the natural zircons that shift the low-temperature stage (recovery processes) to lower
temperatures. In all samples, irradiation-induced decomposition was observed for
temperatures above 975 K.

Figure 4 Amorphization dose Dc as a function of temperature and irradiation
conditions for natural and synthetic zircons [14].
In a zircon host for a Pu storage, hafnium could be added as a neutron absorber to
reduce criticality [15] , and the actual composition of such a waste form would become
(Zr,Pu,Hf)SiO4. Insight of potential effects of adding Hf or an actinide to a zircon host was
therefore obtained by comparing zircon, hafnon (HfSiO4) and thorite (ThSiO4). All three
materials were found to become amorphous in two stages as a function of temperature. The
calculated activation energies for the first stage increased from 1.0 eV (zircon) to ~1.8 eV
(thorite) and for the second stage from 3.3 eV (zircon) to ~3.6 eV (thorite). Based on these
results, the addition of Hf or Th would be expected to slightly lower the dose for
amorphization at elevated temperatures [16].
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The last material in this brief survey is pyrochlore [17]. Wang et al [18] have studied
two synthetic pyrochlores, Gd2Ti2O7 and Gd2Zr2O7 by using in-situ TEM. The titanate
pyrochlore amorphized at relatively low doses (0.5 – 0.6 dpa) for different ions. The zirconate
pyrochlore, on the other hand, showed a strong resistance to amorphization – it did not
become amorphous even at the highest dose used, ~7 dpa (by using 1.0 MeV Kr+ and 1.5
MeV Xe+ ions at temperatures between 20 K and 1073 K). Abundant dislocations, however,
were observed and the crystal structure transformed to fluorite.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Intensive research efforts have been focused in the study of the response to irradiation
of ceramic materials that are being considered to host high-level radioactive waste. Spinel was
investigated the most thoroughly and was found to be much more radiation resistant than
either alumina or magnesia. Amorphization doses were also measured for perovskites, zircon
and pyrochlore which are all possible candidates for actinide immobilisation.
The knowledge of the primary state of radiation damage in these materials in important
not only for its engineering use, but also from a more fundamental point-of view, because
ceramic materials are also considered to be very important structural materials in fusion
reactors. Slovenia has not decided for reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and the study of
radiation effects in HLW does not seem to be a very imminent task. Since there is on-going
research on radiation damage in semiconductors and metals at Jožef Stefan Institute, a
maintenance of the basic level of expertise in this field should be beneficial. This paper is
therefore an attempt in this direction.
5
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